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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
New England Feeding New England is a 10 year initiative to have 30% of the food produced in New England consumed in New England by 2030. This project is spearheaded by the New England Food System Planners Partnership - which consists of a partnership of 6 backbone organizations - Vermont Farm to Plate, Maine Food Strategy, NH Food Alliance, CT Food System Alliance, MA Food System Collaborative, Rhode Island Food Policy Council in collaboration with Food Solutions New England and their regional network. This past April, our Partnership was joined by designated representatives from each of the six New England State Agricultural agencies; in July, all six of New England’s Ag commissioners signed a letter of support for the 30% by 2030 goal.



By 2030, 30% of the food 
consumed in New England is 
produced/harvested/caught
within New England.
Our collective effort will focus on expanding and fortifying the 
region's food supply and distribution systems in an equitable 
and inclusive way that ensures the availability of adequate, 
affordable, socially and culturally appropriate products under a 
variety of rapidly changing climate, environmental, and public 
health conditions. 
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Project Goal

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our Partnership -  and I imagine everyone here today - feel it’s important to strengthen local and regional food supply chains.  We’d like to see the region make this benchmark by 2030.  We all know that food systems are connected to the environment, our communities and the economy.  The NEFNE report looks at this goal from these angles and tries to answer, “Why is this goal important? And Can New England reach this goal by 2030?
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NEFNE Project Timeline

2021 through 2022 2023 through 2024

2023 into 2030 and Beyond

By 2030, 30% of the food consumed in 
New England is produced/harvested/caught 
within New England.

PHASE 1
Research

PHASE 2
Convening & 
Coordination

PHASE 3
Implementation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Reaching the 30% by 2030 goal is aspirational and obviously depends on many people and organizations across many sectors continuing work towards change.  So what is our timeline and where are we at now? The first phase of our project was to generate the foundational research in the NEFNE report; to look at data that reflects what’s happening at the intersections of food systems, the environment, the economy and our communities. And to consider whether a 30% by 2030 goal is achievable. With the report published in May and released in June,  we’re working towards the project’s second phase.  We’re sharing findings from the data and using the report’s publication to convene discussions that we hope will advance conservations, spur new collaborations and planning to lead us into Phase 3. I want to emphasize that the “us” we reference is all of the people, organizations, state agencies, businesses - in this case - all of you here in Vermont- pulling towards this or similar goals that involve strengthening local and regional food supply chains in ways that support the resiliency of communities in the region. 
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Volume 1 Volume 3

Volume 2 Volume 4

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The full NEFNE report has 4 volumes with extensive data. You’ll see that each of these focuses on different areas that intersect or support the regional food system.  We also published two supplements: a Common Food System Challenges backgrounder and Increasing Regional Self-Reliance through Seafood. We encourage you all to visit our website to learn more & deep dive all of the great information that is here.
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Plus Six State Specific Reports

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Each State Brief was a collaborative effort by the respective State Agency partners & their state organization counterpart. Vermont’s State Brief was a collaborative effort between Vermont Farm to Plate and the Vermont Agency of Agriculture, Food & Markets as well as our designer/editor, Scott Sawyer. As we go through this presentation, you’ll see connection points for Vermont and ways in which Vermont is uniquely positioned to work towards the 30 by 30 goal but like each of the other five states, relies on a regional approach to actually achieve the 30 by 30 goal. 



● Brian Donahue, PhD – formerly at Brandeis University; Dietary Patterns Team Lead
● Christian Peters, PhD – USDA Agricultural Research Service’s Food Systems Research Unit;

Production Team Lead

● Nicolas Rockler – Kavet, Rockler and Associates; Economic Impact Lead

● Holly Fowler, MBA – Northbound Ventures Consulting, LLC; Market Channel Team Lead

● Dr. Sarah Amin, PhD – University of Rhode Island

● Laura Barley – formerly at American Farmland Trust

● Ramón Borges-Méndez, PhD – Clark University

● Michelle Klieger, MBA – Helianth Partners, LLC

● Hannah Leighton – Farm to Institution New England

● Ashley McCarthy – University of Vermont

● April McIlwaine – University of Vermont

● Scott Richardson, PhD, MBA – Northbound Ventures Consulting, LLC

● Scott Sawyer, PhD – Project Editor, Researcher and Designer

● Sarah Schumann – Shining Sea Fisheries Consulting

● Dr. Joshua Stoll, PhD – University of Maine

● Dr. Eric von Wettberg, PhD – University of Vermont
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Research Team (16 Members)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To put together the full report, we had a research team of 16 members across the region and from various backgrounds and disciplines.. 



• Molly Anderson – Middlebury College, Vermont

• Patrick Baur – University of Rhode Island

• Kristen Cooksey Stowers – University of Connecticut

• Vanessa Garcia Polanco – National Young Farmers Coalition

• Laura Ginsburg – Vermont Agency of Agriculture, Food and Markets

• Gray Harris – formerly at Coastal Enterprises of Maine

• Erin Lane – USDA Northeast Climate Hub

• Dr. Isaac “Ike” Leslie – University of Vermont

• Kate Masury – Eating with the Ecosystem

• Ken Meter – Crossroads Resource Center

• Jacob Park – University of Johannesburg (South Africa) and Castleton University, Vermont

• Eric Rimm – Harvard T.H. Chan School of Public Health

• Rachel Schattman – University of Maine

• Tom Sproul – Formerly at University of Rhode Island

• Lindsey Williams – University of New Hampshire
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Advisory Committee (15 Members)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We also had fifteen food system development professionals from across the country were also assembled as Advisory Committee members to meet three times with our Research Team leads to provide important feedback on our research processes and preliminary findings. They provided valuable insights, suggested additional data to consider, and served as a thoughtful sounding board during the final months of our research.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Executive Summary captures key findings from each of the 4 volumes. It attempts to answer the questions: What will it really take to grow, raise, produce, harvest, and catch more regional food and move it through a complex supply chain to our homes and other places we eat? How might the increasing and escalating impacts of climate change impact our ability to feed ourselves? What can we do as a region to make our food system more equitable and fair, resilient and reliable? 
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Key Findings

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In volume 1 - we focused on what would need to change in order to move from the way we eat today as a region to one that is more resilient and supplied through regional production. We found that we would need to switch to resilient eating reducing our consumption from 2,940 calories per day to 2,320 calories per day which requires significantly more fruits, vegetables and seafood consumption and less processed foods and beverages.In volume 2 – we explored how much land would be needed to achieve the 30% x 2030 goal – and it turns out, it’s quite a bit – close to a million acres is needed both from 401,000 acres of existing under-utilized farmland and an additional 588,000 acres from cleared land … likely land that had once been in ag production that is in the early stages of returning to forestIn volume 3 - we explored the economic impact of New England’s food system using IMPLAN modeling software and found that new england’s food system employees 1 million people and $190 billion in salesand in volume 4 – we explored all the different kinds of market channels in our region and considered which ones offer the greatest opportunity to source more local and regional food for regional consumers to obtain and found that grocery stores, fast food/restaurants and warehouse clubs account for $71.5 billion of New England Food sales.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Common Food System Challenges – common challenges exist across all aspects of the food systems across the region and across the country. Although conditions on the ground vary by local contexts, cultures, and ecologies, every food system on earth is grappling with these challenges.  NOTE: this research is NOT comprehensive nor all inclusive. It was assembled based on the research conducted AND through 10 focus group sessions we held. More work could be done to capture additional challenges in subsequent convenings. 



1. Lack of Planning for Long-Term Food Supplies

2. Risks to Long-Term Food Production

3. Challenges to Farm, Fishery, and Food Business Viability

4. Ongoing Exploitation of Food System Workers

5. Limited Progress Reducing Diet-Related Health Problems

6. Limited Progress Reducing Food and Nutrition Insecurity

7. Limited Progress Reducing Wasted Food
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Seven Common Challenges Across the Food System

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are some of the common challenges we identified from a regional standpoint and the shared challenges they pose for the food system - if you’d like to read more, its available in the backgrounder.
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Major Climate Risk by US County
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Preparing our Food Supply for Climate Change

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of the biggest challenges we face as a region in preparing our food supply for climate change. This slide shows the projected risks of climate change, by County, for things like extreme rainfall, hurricanes, sea level rise, water stress, wildfires and heat stress.  Obviously sea level rise is a big threat to our coast lines across 5 states. Since we need 990,000 more acres in ag production to achieve our 30% goal, the prospect of losing a lot of land to sea level rise will put even more pressure on finite ag soils and land in general. 
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Climate Change in Vermont

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Connected to the common challenges in the Vermont state brief, we include some graphs and data about what the projected climate risks are for the state -and of course, as we all know, we experienced both extreme rain and water stress over the summer and crazy weather this fall and winter already. 
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Climate Change in Vermont

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
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Food Access in Vermont

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide examines low income/low access (LILA) census tracts in Vermont and poses the question: Do Vermonters have equitable access to food stores? We found that Vermont’s biracial, Hispanic, Asian, black and other non white populations disproportionately live in LILA census tracts and that predominantly rural, White populations live in low income and low access areas. So as we think about how we address food insecurity in vermont, this data can provide a helpful visual for where food insecurity is concentrated in the state.As part of the Farm to Plate Strategic Plan implementation – we’ve spent the past 18 months developing a Food Security Roadmap to identify ways the VT Legislature, state government, businesses, communities, and NPOs can work together to end hunger in Vermont by 2035. 
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Food Insecurity in Vermont

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And when we think about how to solve for food insecurity, we actually have some recent experience in how to impact it - through direct payments to individuals who are food insecure. Other research has found that as much as 40% of VT’s population experienced food insecurity from July 2021-July 2022. Yet had SNAP payments not doubled during the pandemic, for example, that percentage would be even higher.  
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Median Hourly Wages by Major Occupational 
Category

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We looked at how much do food system workers earn in Vermont? Unfortunately, Vermont’s food system workers, particularly food service workers, receive some of the lowest wages of any occupational category in the state. VT has the third lowest minimum wage of the NE states - $13.18/hr (as of 1/1/24 it is now $13.67/hr) - and median hourly wages for many food system jobs are below living wage levels.
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Food Waste in Vermont

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Food waste is the second most common material in Vermont’s municipal waste stream at 82,000 tons of 1.6 million pounds. This is bonkers, especially because we have universal recycling here in VT where food waste is supposed to be removed from going to landfills. Note from Holly: This data predates Vermont’s state law (Act 148) banning disposal of food scraps in the trash or landfills (July 1, 2020). https://dec.vermont.gov/sites/dec/files/wmp/SolidWaste/Documents/Universal-Recycling/Food-Scrap-Ban-Guidance.pdf
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Let’s have a look at the economic significance of our regional and state food system. Nick Rockler from Kavet, Rockler & Associates used the IMPLAN model to calculate the sales and employment levels of our food system, and ultimately the economic value of our regional and state food system (for VT – this represents the gross STATE product).
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New England Sales by Sector

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The economic contribution of New England’s food system is significant generating $190 billion in sales (11% of New England sales for all industries). The largest segment is in wholesale distribution and retail trade, which makes sense since about 70% of all sales happens at grocery stores.
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New England Employment by Sector

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our 6 state regional food system employs nearly 1 million people (10% of all jobs), with more than half of those jobs in the food service sector. There was almost no employment growth in New England’s Agriculture and Fisheries sector between 2007 and 2017.  To expand production to our 30%x2030 goal we need to reverse this trend!
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Employment & Sales by Type in New England 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
THIS IS A SLIDE ON SIZE OF JOBS AND SALES BY STATE: Maine and Massachusetts have the most # of jobs and sales in Agriculture & Fisheries. Not surprisingly, given its population size, Massachusetts leads in all other core segments of the food system.A picture emerges of a proportionally higher scale of activity in Agriculture and Food and Beverage Manufacturing in Vermont and Maine, and a proportionally higher scale of activity in Wholesale Distribution, Retail Trade, and Food Services in Massachusetts, Connecticut, and Rhode Island (Figure 6). New Hampshire is somewhat anomalous compared to the other New England states: It has the highest proportional Retail Trade sales out of total food system sales, and Retail Trade is the second largest source of food system employment. This may be a reflection of a lack of sales tax in New Hampshire, but it is also the case that all of the New England states have relatively low sales taxes.
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Employment & Sales by Type in Vermont 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
THIS IS A SLIDE ON SIZE OF JOBS AND SALES IN VERMONT



Food System Sales and Jobs in  New England 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
THIS IS A SLIDE ON THE SHARE OF JOBS AND SALES BY STATE RELATIVE TO POPULATION SIZE. This shows that Vermont has out an outsized share ofs food system jobs and sales given its population in the region.  VT has 4.3% of the NE population but 6.1% of jobs and 7.5% of sales.Employment and sales in New England’s food system closely mirrors distribution of the region’s population (Figure 4). Massachusetts has the largest share of population and food system employment andsales, with approximately 45-46% of the totals for each measure, respectively. Connecticut follows with 24.1% of the region’s population, 21.2% of employment, and about 26% of sales. New Hampshire had about 9% of New England’s population and food system jobs, but only 7.5% of sales. Maine accounted for 9% of the region’s population, 11% of food system employment, and 8.1% of sales. Rhode Island made up 7.2% of New England’s population but only 6.6% of food system employment and 6.3% of sales. Finally, Vermont made up only 4.3% of New England’s population but 6.1% of food system employment and 7.5% of sales.
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Food System Employment Multiplier

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Vermont food system economic multiplier is 1.8. For each additional job created in Vermont’s food system, total employment in the state’s economy will increase by 1.8 jobs – said another way, for every 1 additional food system jobs, there will be .8 jobs spun off those.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Vol. 1 – Dietary Eating Patterns Team led by Brian Donahue.Determining an eating pattern was a prerequisite to being able to understand our regional self-reliance; what are we eating vs. what do we grow/raise/harvest here in New England?
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What is Resilient Eating?

Resilience refers to our collective ability to respond and recover from adverse 
conditions. External risks—hurricanes, droughts, earthquakes—have always posed a 
threat to societies, but the modern world is now threatened by manufactured risks—
climate change, health epidemics, ecological degradation, nuclear catastrophe, the 
COVID-19 pandemic—that are the result of human actions.

Resilient eating is an important element in overall regional food system resilience. 
Resilience goes beyond increased regional self-reliance in production of healthy 
food by sustainable methods: it must ensure food security for everyone. Resilient 
eating is healthier eating plus improved access, greater food and nutrition security, 
support for local and regional food system businesses, and support for what local 
farms and fisheries can produce. Resilient eating reduces vulnerability for 
individuals and, in doing so, increases community food security and empowerment.

— Volume 1: pg. 8

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of the NEFNE report volumes explores the concept of Resilient Eating - the original NE food vision had three meal pattern scenarios and we decided to have two for this modeling exercise - unchanged eating and resilient eating. 



2 Scenarios: Unchanged Eating & Resilient Eating 
Dietary Patterns
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First we created a reference diet - based on the data that exists today which indicates that the average American consumed about 2,700 calories a day (of course, there are many exceptions - children, pregnant women and older adults - but this is the average). And then, we created a resilient eating scenario, and one of the sources of comparison was the USDA Dietary Guidelines for Americans (the DGA) - the 2,300 calories is closer to what is recommended by the DGA though still higher total calories. Neither of these are prescriptive diets when it comes to what types of veg, fruit, etc., to eat - it’s just saying from a caloric standpoints, for people to have a healthy life they need sufficient calories and nutrients.



Estimates of Shifts in Servings Required to Move 
From  Unchanged to Resilient Eating by 2030

31

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another way to look at this is on this slide is that for example, we’d need to increase from .8 cups of fruits to 2 cups of fruit, 1.9 cups to 3 cups of vegetables, and decrease our proteins slightly from 1 cup to .8 cups and clearly decrease consumption of sweeteners and fats/oils, etc. This is how we would get to 2,320 calories.Key changes are more fruit and vegetables (nutrients), more fiber with your sugar (fruits replacing calories from sweeteners); slightly less protein, but more fish and seafood; reduced fats (ex. saturated). 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Volume 2: Production Team led by Chris Peters, USDA-ARS at UVM
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Population Density in New England

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Food Production takes place primarily in the three northern New England states while the vast majority of the population (i.e., eaters) live in the three southern New England states (i.e., producers). So, what can we do to think and feel more like a region? What can we do to help consumers in CT, RI and MA care about farmers and fishers in Maine? How can Maine farmers and fishers realize how important they are to CT, RI and MA consumers – for instance.
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What is Produced in New England?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We looked at what is produced across the region - by sales. We already produce a lot of diverse products and with increased land in production, improved distribution and the opening up of additional market channels (especially grocery) we have the ability to produce, sell and consume more of what we can actually produce in the region. New England agriculture is much more varied than other parts of the country that focus on commodity crops like corn, wheat and soy - we actually have a diverse set of products - we just don’t produce ENOUGH of the products most of us eat.
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What is Produced in New England?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We also have a lot of food manufacturing and various types of processing taking place in the region – from cheese, beer, meat, baked goods and more.



Regional Self Reliance by Food Group in New England 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Of what we produce, how much do we consume? That is what we mean by relative food self reliance. This slide illustrates our strengths and where we need to expand our RSR.  The far right column is Mean Regional Self Reliance which reflects a comparison between the amount of production of different food groups in the region versus what we consume.   We’re doing well with dairy and vegetables but we produce more of our  Proteins and Grains, for example. But to be clear, regional food consumption is not 20.7% because we know that a lot of what we produce leaves the region and is sold elsewhere. So this number represents how many pounds of food - regardless of where it is produced - that we are consuming - 31.7 billion pounds AND if we consumed all of what we produced in the region, we would still fall far short of the 30% goal because we only produce 6.5 billion pounds.



New England RSR by Percentage of Vegetable Sub-groups
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The regional self reliance percentage shows the difference between what we produce in the region and what we consume.For example, this slide shows that we could meet 82.3 percent of the region’s starchy vegetable consumption but we also know this number is high due to potato production in the region - particularly Maine - much of which is exported outside of New England. 



New England RSR by Percentage of Protein Sub-groups
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We land a lot of seafood in New England but most of it is exported out of the region.  This shows livestock and meat production in the region is well below the level New Englanders consume. The regional self reliance indicators for pork, turkey and chicken are all less than 1 % and for beef it’s less than 5%. So what more could we do to both retain what is produced in the region for regional consumption as well as expand production to meet more of our regional food needs?



RSR by Scenario, Servings, and Calories - 2020 (reference diet)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Synopsis Table of RSR Calculations by Servings and kcals - the Reference Diet of how self-reliant our regional food system is now based on the major food groups.Synopsis Table of RSR Calculations by Servings and kcals for each scenario.  The modeling we did here simply shows that it is possible to achieve 30% based on the resilient eating pattern based on servings … but to do so will require more land in ag production as indicated on the next slide.



To achieve 30% 
regional production 
available for 
consumption (in 
servings), 400,000
in existing 
underutilized 
cropland and 
590,000 in new
cropland would 
need to be brought 
into production.
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Additional Land Needed in Agricultural 
Production to Achieve 30% RSR

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Increasing productive farmland in the region is critical to expand self-reliance and resiliency.  This slide illustrates the level of farmland expansion needed to achieve 30% regional production. To put this in perspective, to meet the 30% goal, the region would need an additional 990,000 acres in productive farmland. That’s roughly the area of Rhode Island.NOTE: This research finding is not meant to be prescriptive nor does it indicate how many acres each of the 6 NE states needs to bring into production. But given where the concentration of existing farmland exists in the region, it is reasonable to assume that northern Maine, Vermont, northern NH, and some sections of western MA are the places most likely to increase production capacity. 



What Does 2030 Resilient Eating Mean for New 
England Farms Production?

41

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Under the Unchanged Eating, total farm production, measured as sales (or output in the case of support for crop and animal production), is projected to rise to $4.1 billion in 2030 from $2.1 billion in 2017. This is an increase (at a compound annual rate) of 5.3% per year, reversing the declining performance of the region over the 2007 to 2017 period that we showed England crop and animal production for the historical intervals).With the exception of dairy and milk production, which remains largely unchanged, other farming sectors show projected to grow at moderate or strong rates. In particular, grain/oilseed farming, cattle ranching, and poultry/egg production would see increases by a factor of 4 to 5 times the 2017 values.Under the assumptions of the Resilient Eating dietary pattern, total output of all farming and support activities rises to $5.5 billion, about one-third greater than under the unchanged eating assumption, and with a growth rate of nearly 8% per year over the 2017 values. Dairy and milk production will see little change (largely because theregion is already self-sufficient in this production and is, in fact, a net exporter of these products), and with sizeable growth in grain/oilseeds and among all the animal production sectors.We estimate that Farm Sales will grow by 195% to 261% depending on the scenario.We estimate that between 6,000 (unchanged eating scenario) - 9,200 (resilient eating scenario) net new jobs would be created by 2030.Unfortunately we were not able to do the same kind of projections for regional fisheries due to a lack of data.Increasing production will require increased farming and fishing capacity, but there was almost no employment growth in New England’s Agriculture and Fisheries sector between 2007 and 2017. The 2030 projected change in farming employment is a minimum of 5,924 (if we continue to eat the same as today) and potentially 9,217 (under a more resilient eating scenario) more jobs. Farmers and commercial fishers continue to age and lack of racial diversity in these occupations calls for increased attention to supporting both young and BIPOC individuals to be competitive in gaining access to opportunities and resources needed to start and/or operate a business. To be competitive, the next generation of farmers, fishers, and food producers need to be trained for the type of agriculture, aquaculture, and value-added food production the future calls for, be fairly compensated for their labor, and have access to additional skilled labor.
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Vermont State Brief: Land in Agriculture

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is another way to look at the level of activity of our land base and how it’s being used across different farms here in Vermont. All forages and corn silage is predominantly for the dairy/cattle industry. By comparison, vegetable production takes place on 3, 300 acres. In thinking about the resilient eating diet, how might that impact our agricultural land use?
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Projected Changes in Land in Agriculture by 2040:
Business as Usual Scenario

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
According to AFT, an analysis they did of ‘their business as usual scenario’ of projecting current trends in ag land conversion to other forms of development, VT stands to lose 41,200 acres in agriculture by 2040 at a time when we actually need to be increasing land in agriculture. So what might this suggest we need to do to secure our ag land base going forward?Holly’s Note: Average Cost Per Acre (2022) in Vermont = $4,200 (up 7.7% from 2021) https://www.nass.usda.gov/Publications/Todays_Reports/reports/land0822.pdfThat’s more than $173M to “buy back” 41,200 acres.
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New England Farm Land Values

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The cost of farmland acres needs to be reduced in order to ensure access to new, beginning, and BIPOC farmers – especially those not coming from farm families or who come from well resourced households only.
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Agricultural Sales in Vermont (2017)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s how this looks in Vermont and clearly, we all know that the dairy industry is the dominant factor in Vermont agriculture. Dairy farms accounted for 9.5% of farms and 59.2% of sales followed by maple and cattle. Based on the resilient eating diet, we could do a lot more production in these areas to meet the needs of that diet. When we break into our table discussions, one question you could consider is what would it take to increase the sales of all of the other products that we can produce in Vermont - for instance, what would it take to increase cattle production to $75-100m in sales or vegetable/melons from $26.8 to $50 million?
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Numbers of Farms by Category (2017)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Vermont has the highest percentage of ag land as a percentage of total land area - 20.5% - of any state in New England, but only a small percentage of ag land is used for crops to directly feed people. As you can see here, 25% of farms are engaged in hay production.
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New England Farmer Age Demographics

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As we all know that VT’s aging demographics are also prevalent with our farms - as we can see in this graphic, we have a wave of people who will be leaving farming and not a lot of people following behind to take over. So what more can be done to expand the number of young people getting into farming and onto land especially BIPOC?I should mention that we aren’t going to deep dive Volume 3 but just know that close to a million people in a region of 15.3 million are employed in the food system in some way, and that the economic value of our regional food system is $190 billion. and in Vermont’s food system employs over 61,000 people and generates over $14.2 billion in sales. Agriculture employment increased slightly and sales decreased slightly from 2007-2017. Employment and sales in every other category, except grocery store sales, increased from 2007-2017. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Volume 4: Understanding Market Channels and Food Expenditures Research Team led by Holly Fowler of Northbound Ventures, based here in VT.



Percent Distribution of Total Annual Expenditures 
by Major Category of Consumer Spending
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Food is the third largest expenditure for households after housing and transportation - 12.4%



Consumer Expenditures by Race & Hispanic Ethnicity
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What this percentage translates to in dollars varies by race and ethnicity, with Asian households spending the most on food and Black households the least. These differences are the result of myriad factors including systemic racism that influences where people live, what food resources they have access to, what income they have to spend on food, etc.



Average Expenditures Across All Consumers in Northeast
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
From the consumer expenditure survey for Northeast — $9,334 is for all consumers – averages across all different types of household units This is what we currently spend on Food at Home and Food Away from Home across various food categories
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Estimating 30% Regional Food Expenditures

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Low estimate Consumer Expenditure SurveyHigh estimate is coming State Level Food Expenditures just released in April 20232030 estimates account for population shifts and background inflation … $1,890 is the average per person regional food spend target in 2030New England states had a total food expenditure of over $87.1 billion in 2019, or about $5,868 per person in the region. In order to ensure that 30% of New England’s food needs are met with New England products, the average New Englander would have to spend about $1,760 of that total food expenditure on regionally-produced food. By 2030, total food expenditures are projected to reach $98.4 billion, and the average New Englander would have to spend about $1,890 to reach the 30% goal.
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Per Capita Low and High Estimates of Total Food 
Expenditures by State

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Speak to where VT is in relation to other states.  This is what Vermonters would need to spend, per capita, on regionally based food for us to achieve 30%. It’s about shifting our existing purchases on food to preference food produced in VT and the New England region.



Distribution Pathways from Producers to 
Consumers
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Part of this research project is to help make sense of how our current food system works. This slide explains how food moves from the farm to our plates.



Retail Food Sales by State in New England 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
And to achieve our regional goal of 30% by 2030, the biggest changes in eating more regionally are going to need to happen in MA and CT – where the majority of the population in the region live.
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Top 10 Grocery Stores in New England by Number 
of Stores

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are at least 914 dollar stores in New England, by far the most common type of store. This is one kind of example of market concentration (Common Food System Challenges). Of the top 10 stores by number of locations, Market Basket and Big Y Foods are still privately owned and based in MA. 
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Sales by Market Channel in Vermont

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In Vermont, it looks like this.
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Number & Type of Food Stores in Vermont

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As you can see, we have a lot of independently owned stores in VT which is why through VT farm to plate and the work that Annie Harlow has been doing, we have focused on providing training to independent grocery stores -  because our theory of change is that if we can build relationships with independent store owners, and encourage them to develop a local food sourcing program, it will 1) help them differentiate themselves from the large chains and 2) increase our ability to get more local product where most people shop.
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Vermont Fresh Network

The Vermont Fresh Network is a member-based 501(c)3 nonprofit organization 
founded in 1996 to advance relationships among farmers, chefs, and consumers 
to grow markets and eat more locally grown food.

● Four (4) VFN Farmers or Food Producers that you purchase from regularly.
● Minimum of 15% of annual food purchases are VT grown or raised food (or within 30 miles 

of Vermont). Hospitals, institutions, and schools are required to meet a 10% threshold. 
● Menu contains VT products that represent (3) of the (6) USDA Food Groups year-round.
● Participation in local food and farm events at least once during the year.

Gold Barn Members (25% of members) must spend at 
least 35% of their annual food purchasing budget on 
local food and products and have at least 10 local 
producer partners.

As of April 2023, 56 Gold Barn Members collectively 
spent close to $9 million on Vermont-grown and crafted 
food and beverage products in the past year.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We are fortunate to have the VT Fresh Network here in VT … most NE states do not have anything like this kind of a program to help consumers know more about where their food comes from when at a restaurant.



Number of Institutions in New England
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Institutions represent <4% of food and beverage sales, but 25% of the population spends 
time in a New England institution daily.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Table 9: Number of Institutions in New England - helps to establish the size of the opportunity to source more regionally – meals served, cash payments, average daily participation



Reported Frequency of Serving Local Foods in Schools
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Milk is the most frequently served “local” food in K -12 schools, followed by fruits and 
vegetables. This is influenced by federal nutritional requirements.

Source: USDA Farm to School Census

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Table 16: reported frequency of serving local foods gives some clues of where there might be opportunities for producers to supply more to schools. 



Example: Estimated Impact of Change in Frequency of Serving Local Fruit
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
An example of how relatively minor shifts in local consumption can add up. And the question is, what more could institutions shift in what they source?
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Vermont Local Food Count 2010 - 2020

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A reminder of Vermont local food consumption based on Food Counts we regularly conduct. FINALLY we have the other 5 states conducting the same type of count in their state and we will know where each state is at – as a 2022 baseline – by April or May. Then we will be able to combine their 2022 data with Vermont’s 2020 data so we know where we are at – conservatively – as a region – and thus how far we still need to go to get to 30% by 2030.
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Vermont State Brief 
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Vermont State Brief – Priorities

1. Improve production, processing and distribution 
infrastructure and supply chain investment.

2. Cultivate viable wholesale grocer market opportunities within 
the state of Vermont.

3. Support and accelerate land access and land affordability 
with a particular focus on equitable access for beginning, 
socially disadvantaged, and BIPOC farmers.

4. Create synergies between climate policy and resilience and 
food system development.

5. Leverage cross-sector coalitions to stimulating systemic 
solutions to food access and security.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Call attention to ST brief. A SWOT was developed as well as a list of next steps —listed out here. These are some starting points for our conversation.Next Steps: What Can Vermont do to Meet the 30% by 2030 Goal?   In the 2021-2030 Vermont Agriculture & Food System Strategic Plan, we set a target of 25% LOCAL food consumption by 2030 … which would be a significant contribution towards the regional goal of 30% by 2030. From earlier slides, it is clear that consumers in MA and CT will make or break whether or not we can achieve this goal!To help meet the region’s 30x2030 goal, Vermont needs to aggressively implement priority strategies from its 2021- 2030 Strategic Plan related to market development, climate resilience, food security, and racial equity. To accomplish its aims, and the region’s, Vermont will need to closely coordinate with partnering New England states on policy innovation, consumer engagement, and financing and funding. Areas of priority include:»  Production, processing, and distribution infrastructure and supply chain investment»  Cultivating viable wholesale grocer market opportunities within the state and New England»  Supporting and accelerating land access and land affordability with a particular focus on equitable access for�beginning, socially disadvantaged, and BIPOC farmers»  Creating synergies between climate policy and resilience and food system development»  Leveraging cross-sector coalitions to stimulating systemic solutions to food access and security.
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What are you Questions?



Want to learn more about 
the New England Feeding 
New England project?

Contact our Project Director, 
Leah Rovner at 
leah@nefoodsystemplanners.org
or visit us at 
www.nefoodsystemplanners.org
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